THE GREATEST VALUE FOR ARMED FORCES.

The H125M is a 2 ton class answer to armed forces requirements. It is easy to operate in harsh conditions offering in addition safety, extreme performance and low operating costs.

Fitted with AIRBUS’ latest generation weapon system (HForce®), the H125M can be employed in the most demanding missions armed with a selection of its wide range of ballistic or guided weapons.

A talented aircraft for the most challenging missions from armed scout to light utility and training.
EXTREME CONDITIONS DEMAND EXTREME PERFORMANCE.

Incredibly manoeuverable and agile, offering a very small footprint, this helicopter is perfectly designed to discreetly execute essential attack missions on the battlefield.

Equipped with a high performance SAFRAN engine, this helicopter is the most powerful "single engine" worldwide, able to fight in extreme hot and high conditions.

Operational whatever the environment, you can rely on this amazing combat partner.
DOMINATE WITH HForce®.

This new generation Airbus weapon system brings to the H125M a comprehensive armament suite for precision effects and flexibility in engaging diverse target, by day or by night.

Hforce® options for H125M include machine guns, rockets or guided weapons.

Based on AIRBUS’ experience from the most advanced attack helicopter, TIGER, HForce® offers intuitive target acquisition and remarkable accuracy, decreasing the workload onboard and allowing the crew to focus on their overall mission.

No compromise when facing the threat.
PROVEN YEAR AFTER YEAR MISSION AFTER MISSION.

The strongest armed scout helicopter in its class, H125M takes advantage of state of the art technology, with extensive use of composite material, its starflex rotor head and the excellent Arriel engine, noted for its legendary reliability.

This helicopter is easy to maintain and operate.

Deployed worldwide, more than 5000 Ecureuil family helicopters have been delivered, more than 30 million flight hours have been logged and more than 90% availability declared.

Availability and sustainability are key for military operations, the H125M will not let you down.
1 Pilot + 4 Soldiers

2,450 kg MTOW with jettosinable armament

985 kg Useful load

134 kt Fast cruise speed

11,100 ft Hover OGE ISA at MTOW